
 

How to build and design a web slinger, to design a web slinger a 3d printer will be needed to 

customize the plastic into the shape of a web slinger so that it can be used to projectile webs 

towards things. When the printed design is done I need to put the materials inside of our design 

to actually shoot the web. When we are done putting together the materials inside of the design 

we need to create our nylon solution to use as the webs for our webslinger. I am also going to 

have to find a use for the web slinger. That's how I'm planning on building my web slinger. 

 

The first material we're going to need is nylon. Nylon is a polymer liquid that can act as web fluid 

and will stick to things just like webs will. Nylon can be easily made in labs and is made most 

commonly out of adipic acid and hexamethylenediamine. When the nylon is done than will put 

the nylon in a device to shoot out the nylon so it looks like web. If nylon than rope or fishing line 

will have to be used going to have to use rope as are webs because nylon is very sticky. That’s 

how to make a web for the web slingers. 

 

 What materials will be used to build our webslinger? The materials the materials that are going 

to use to build web slingers are plastic nylon air cartridges and maybe rope. Will also need to 

design plastic in the shape of a web slinger with our 3d printer. Last of all we will need plastic in 

the 3d printer for it to run that the plastic can be easily ordered online. That's how to use a 3d 

printer. 

 

How to use a 3d printer? To use a 3d printer need to get a design from a website first and load it 

onto our laptop. When we get it on a laptop we will need to start printing the design. The printing 

will take hours and it may need redesigning but that's simple to fix. That’s how to use a 3d 

printer for beginners.  

 

So those are the steps and materials on how to make a webslinger. Now all that's needed is to 

build the webslinger and use it in a useful way for the science fair. All in all, this seems like it will 

pretty fun to make. This will also be pretty easy to make and a cheap budget project that's how 

to build a webslinger.  
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